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Summary
Microsoft Sentinel
Proof of Concept Service

As a distinguished Microsoft Gold Part-

ner, Wizard Cyber excels in providing 

top-tier cybersecurity solutions. Our 

ISO 27001, 9001, and Cyber Essentials 

Plus certifications demonstrate our 

dedication to maintaining the highest 

security and quality management 

standards.

Our Proof of Concept (POC) service, 

guided by our Engagement Lifecycle, 

delivers a customized experience that 

addresses your organisation's speci-

fic security needs. We cover use case 

requirements, event collection, threat 

detection, risk analysis, and prompt in-

cident investigation and response.

Our Microsoft Sentinel POC offers your 

organisation a low-risk opportunity to 

explore the platform's comprehensive 

security information and event ma-

nagement (SIEM) capabilities. By con-

necting your Sentinel instance to our 

proprietary CYBERSHIELD platform, 

we amplify its native features, provi-

ding an enriched security experience.

Wizard Cyber's Microsoft Sentinel POC 

enables your organisation to evaluate 

the platform's advanced threat detec-

tion, response, and hunting capabili-

ties with minimal risk. This approach 

allows you to make an informed decisi-

on about the platform's suitability wit-

hout a significant initial investment.

As a Microsoft Gold Partner, we offer 

expert guidance and support throug-

hout the POC process. Our skilled 

team works closely with your organisa-

tion to ensure your security objectives 

are met and the full potential of Micro-

soft Sentinel is realized.

In summary, Wizard Cyber's Microsoft 

Sentinel Proof of Concept provides a 

low-risk, tailored solution for exploring 

the powerful capabilities of this SIEM 

platform. With our strong credentials 

and commitment to exceptional se-

curity solutions, you can trust Wizard 

Cyber to guide you in enhancing your 

cybersecurity posture with Microsoft 

Sentinel.
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Microsoft Sentinel
Proof of Concept
Project Phases

We understand that every organisation's needs are different, and we're committed to providing a flexible POC 

service that can be customised to suit your requirements. After the POC, we offer project handover documen-

tation and support to help you transition into a full-scale Microsoft Sentinel deployment. Additionally, our ma-

naged security services can provide you with a fully managed SOC/XDR service, enabling you to leverage the 

combined power of the CYBERSHIELD platform and Microsoft Sentinel for comprehensive security coverage.

Our Microsoft Sentinel Proof of Concept service offers 
customised solutions and expert support to smoothly 
transition your organisation into a full-scale deployment
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Discovery
We will gather business and technical requirements, 
review your current security operations, including 
existing SOC tools and platforms, security policies 
and procedures, use cases, rules, and alerts, identify 
data sources, and discover remediation automation

Demo
Full demo of our CYBERSHIELD platform and its capa-
bilities complementing Microsoft Sentinel.

Design
We will define and agree on the POC plan, desired 
outcomes with you, and agree on data sources to con-
figure for the pilot.

Implementation
Following the design, we will set up Microsoft Sen-
tinel in your tenant, integrate agreed data sources, 
import threat intelligence, add custom alerting ru-
les, add automation playbooks, and develop custom 
dashboards and analytics.

Review & Handover
Following the implementation, we will present the 
Azure Sentinel pilot, show discovered threats, de-
monstrate key areas such as automated remediation 
and threat hunting.



Locations

UK
Runway East - Aldgate East
2 Whitechapel Road
London
E1 1EW

USA
1309 Coffeen Ave Ste 1200
Sheridan Way
82801

Middle East
Street
Building 5
Abdallah Gosheh
7th Cir.
Amman
Jordan

Contact

Telephone: +44 333 311 0121
Online: wizardcyber.com
E-mail: info@wizardcyber.com


